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Shootdown is a American made-for-television drama film
starring Angela Lansbury. Leonard Hill served as the executive
producer.
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shot down; shooting down; shoots down. 1: to cause to fall by
shooting shot down the helicopter especially: to kill in this
way was shot down in cold blood. Synonyms More Example
Sentences Learn More about shoot down.
Donald Trump: Donald Trump suggests Iran's shootdown of drone
was accidental - The Economic Times
President Trump said Thursday that he believes Iran mistakenly
shot down the US drone, saying he finds it "hard to believe it
was intentional.".
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shot down the US drone, saying he finds it "hard to believe it
was intentional.".

Shootdown (TV Movie ) - IMDb
Video footage of Iran’s air defenses shooting down a
high-altitude US Navy surveillance drone has been posted on
social media by the Iranian military. It shows the missile
launch and an explosion at the moment of interception. Neither
video definitively clarifies whether the.
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The New York Times is reporting that on June 20, President
Trump ordered military strikes against Iran to retaliate for
its shootdown of a U.S.
Trump downplays Iranian shootdown of U.S. surveillance drone Los Angeles Times
Donald Trump suggests Iran's shootdown of drone was
accidental. Trump said he could not imagine the missile attack
on the drone was.
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